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From the Editor
Welcome to A Common Place
“The team,” as I call our editorial staff, was excited to build this
literary journal from the ground up. Issue 1 of A Common Place is a
commitment to literature and literary citizenship, much as The Gyre,
Longwood’s previous undergraduate literary magazine, was over fifty
years ago. From putting out a call for submissions to planning a journal
release party, I am moved by the student involvement, support, and
willingness to be a part of the Longwood literary community.
For young writers, starting the process of submitting is challenging, so exposure to an undergraduate literary journal is important.
Students often struggle to find journals to submit to or feel as if their
work isn’t ready. For many of the authors appearing in this issue, A
Common Place is the first journal to recognize their work. We couldn’t
be more pleased with the pieces we received from creative writers across
Longwood’s campus.
The most frequent question I receive from non-creative writing
students is, “How can a professor say if your poem is good or not? It’s
your poem.” But if creative writing has taught me anything, it’s that we
do a disservice to ourselves and others when we only write for ourselves.
The hardest part of writing, as Professor Mary Carroll-Hackett says, is to
risk being seen. We limit ourselves and our writing’s power if we don’t
take this risk. So I encourage creative writing students to bust the door
wide open—curiosities, fears, and vulnerabilities exposed in their writing. Do not settle for a peep through the cracked doorway.
Issue 1 is only possible because of the authors’ willingness to be
seen. Writers in this issue paint so vividly with their words that their
stories move us, change us.
For the students on our editorial staff, the process of creating a literary journal was a first. We could not have succeeded without support
and direction from the English Department, Dean Roger Byrne, and
Professor Brandon Haffner. We want to extend our deepest thanks to
everyone who helped create this journal.
We invite you now to experience the voices of A Common Place.
• CUBA CARDEN •
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Fiction

Suzanne Stetson					
One Boot
Rain overnight turned the dry Iraqi sand of Kirkuk Air Base into
a muddy mess that smelled like mold and rot. As I picked my way across
the grounds, I watched for the source of the smell. Rats infested the base.
I spotted a few already in the pale pre-dawn light, just dark furry bodies that shot away at a creepy too-fast pace. The base carried a hushed
morning stillness. A long concrete building with a few narrow windows
high along the roofline appeared ordinary but everyone knew it was
the morgue. I walked in and under a small sign that read “Dignity, Reverence, Respect.” Inside, three other airmen sat at a table with a card
game in progress and sipping coffee. 		
“Morning, Hathaway. Another Groundhog Day in paradise!”
White greeted me with a mock toast of his coffee cup. I hadn’t understood the common saying in the first days of my TDY to Kirkuk.
Eventually, I worked up the courage to ask White. He shrugged and
said, “You know, like that old Bill Murray movie, where he repeats the
same day over and over. That’s what it’s like here. Same long day after
another.”
I nodded my greeting back. I had only been down-range a few
weeks and this was my first week in the morgue. I had yet to see a body
come in and the others commented it was a bit weird to be this quiet.
After my first day’s nervousness, I found I liked the quiet, cool space,
and the other airmen who were not the obnoxious, testosterone-laden
soldiers who filled every corner of the base like the rats. White treated
me like a little sister and Hendrix’s quiet way matched my own. I fixed
a cup of coffee, sat at a white, bare counter and glanced around the
clinic-like, high ceilinged room.
The phone on the back wall rang.
Before my eyes, the airmen froze for a millisecond like a paused
video tape. Then they moved. Johnson rose to walk to the phone and
spoke in simple ‘Yes, Sir,’ and ‘No, Sir,’ and ‘Thank you, Sir.’ White and
Hendrix gathered the cards together and cleared the table. We all stood
and waited for Johnson to finish the call. My heart pounded so loud I
wondered if the others could hear it.
Johnson hung up. “There’s one coming in by convoy in thirty.
Truck accident.”
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I had trained for this for weeks, but for a terrified moment, my
mind blanked. I just stood, my feet glued to the cement floor, and
looked from one to the other for guidance, but they were already preparing.
“Hathaway. Let’s go. Get started on the file.” Johnson gave me a
level look and it pushed me out of my blank state. Right, that was my
job. I was a ‘clean hand.’ I write the file that goes home with the body.
The panic fell away as I stepped to a vertical filing cabinet and concentrated on pulling the correct forms into a neat stack and snapped
them into a clipboard. I clutched the clipboard to my chest and then
checked the forms, twice. A cold, steel stretcher with wheels sat in the
center of the room and White and Hendrix rolled an aluminum casket
to its side. An American flag, freshly ironed and sharply folded sat on
top. In a few short minutes, the air had changed from easy to solemn
duty.
Johnson gazed over the area and nodded. “We have a turn and
burn coming in one hour so we will need to process and get him on
that plane.”
The sound of a truck rumbled up to the closed bay doors and we
rolled the stretcher over. As Johnson lifted the door, I took my place by
White in formation. My stomach twitched and jumped as I alternated
between panic and duty. The chains cranking the doors open vibrated
in my ears. Base noise and painful light filled the space.
White and Hendrix climbed into the back of the truck, saluted
and then lifted a portable stretcher. They eased it out and my eyes
locked onto the distinct outline of a body in a black bag. Who was
inside? What would he look like?
As the bay door closed against the hot, yellow air, I saw two soldiers, laden with their flak jackets and gear, locked in salute. Then we
were back in the cool hushed space.
White and Hendrix rolled the stretcher to parallel the casket. Collectively, we took a steadying breath and Johnson zipped open the bag.
My eyes darted over the figure as I held my breath. No catastrophic
injuries. He looked normal. I closed my eyes for just a second in relief
and then took in his face. He looked serene, almost as if he was just
sleeping. Only so still. Way too still. Pink, living color still washed his
cheeks. Dirt and sand coated his forehead and a small patch of dried
blood edged his ear.
And then, I recognized him and whispered his name. “Parker.”
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I saw him just last night in the rec-tent, sitting with his usual group
of infantrymen, laughing, joking and talking of their last patrol. Their
bravado and importance rolled off in waves. Just like back in high school
as the jocks and cheerleaders clung in their groups, looking down their
noses at anyone who was not one of them, especially me. I hated it then
and still hated it now.
But now, he lay before me, as quiet and still as a human can get.
One day he laughed and lived and the next he laid cold on the table.
My fingers tingled as I gripped the edges of the clipboard too tight. He
was supposed to be one of the golden ones, who lived amazing lives and
died old and in their beds. How could this be?
White and Hendrix, with gloved hands, carefully patted down
Parker’s body. “No UXOs.”
The words broke into my spinning mind and the training kicked
in. First check the body. No one wanted to find an unexploded ordnance. Starting at the top, Johnson slipped his fingers into each pocket
and began to pull out items and place them on a table; three photos,
chewing gum, a prayer card with the benign face of Jesus, Chapstick,
thirty dollars, a letter from a woman named Carrie, a deck of cards,
and a small jackknife inscribed ‘Love, Dad.’ I recorded each item on the
form in detail, right down to the serial numbers of the money.
“Huh,” said Johnson. “He only has one boot.”
He handed me the boot. I slowly turned it as the edges of my vision turned grey. It felt heavy. Only one boot. Memory crashed on me.
				 •
“How could you have only one sneaker?” My mother’s voice sounded high and sharp. She wagged the lone sneaker at me.
“I—I think I lost it on my way home from school.” My voice took
on that breathy hitch. I hated it when I sounded like that. So pathetic.
“It was raining so I carried ‘em and wore the old ones. I went back. But
I didn’t find it.”
Mom let out a long harsh sigh and then pressed her lips into a thin
slash. She slapped the sneaker onto my lap and my hand crept up to rub
away the sting. I looked down at the shoe. ‘Sketchers’ in slanted letters
mocked me. I twisted one of the laces around my finger, hard, to push
back the choke of tears. “I’m sorry.”
“I bet.” Mom yanked the pink scrunchie from her ponytail and
shook out her thin blonde hair. “You begged me for those sneakers.
They cost me a damn week’s worth of tips.”
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She smelled like garlic and grease. I stared at her black three-pocket
apron. Thick brown lines smeared on its side like she had wiped ketchup on it. The left side bulged a bit and she cupped her hand over it.
“The rent’s due this week. I can’t afford a new pair.”
“I need sneakers for gym class. Ms. Johnson only lets kids play in
sneakers. I’ll get an F. What’ll I do?” I kept twisting and untwisting the
lace. Money, it was always money. There was never enough. I only got
one pair of shoes every school year, and this year I was going to be sure
I had a pair like all the other kids. And then maybe, just maybe, I’d not
be such a loser.
“I’ll tell you watcha’ gonna do.” Dale leaned onto the door jamb
of my bedroom. My stepfather must have crept down the hall because
both Mom and I jumped at his words. He had a beer in his right hand
and he gestured it toward me. “You’ll wear last year’s.”
“Dale, they’re falling apart.” Mom’s voice turned softer, almost
pleading. I hated it more than her sharp anger.
Dale shrugged. “Maybe she’ll learn to take care of wha’ she has.”
He tipped the bottle into a quick sip and then pointed at Mom. “Don’t
give me that look, Lucy. I ain’t buyin’ your kid shoes.”
Dale pushed off the door jamb and turned away without another
word. Hate bubbled up. I hated him with every strand of my thirteenyear-old body. The urge to scream at him to stop wasting money on his
stupid beer and obsession with football pumped in my mind. I bit my
lip to keep the words back. I just listened in frozen, familiar silence to
the creak of the floor as he walked down the hall. One look at my mother’s face and the rage curdled to cold dread. Mom twisted her mouth
and shook her head, and I braced for her words. “Katie, you’ll just have
to make do with the old ones. Maybe at Christmas…”
She stood another few seconds and then left without looking at
me. Alone, the hot tears let loose. I clutched the one shoe to my gut and
curled into a ball on the bed.
				 •
Now, I held a lone boot.
“Hathaway. Hathaway.” Johnson’s firm tone snapped me back. He
jerked his head away from the table. “Take a minute.”
“Yes, Sir.” I wasn’t going to argue. My hands were cold but my
cheeks flared with heat. Tears threatened to creep out. No way in hell
would I let that happen. Bad enough I had to leave the table. I set the
boot on down and walked through the door to the hot noise of the
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base.
I leaned against the building, closed my eyes and let the heat of the
concrete seep into me. My body still vibrated with the clear memory.
That year I lost my sneaker marked both a beginning and ending in my
life. I wore those stupid, crappy sneakers all year. There had been no
new pair at Christmas. By spring, I held them together with duct tape
I tried to hide with magic markers, but they still made a distinct flap
noise as I walked. It delighted those perfect, golden kids into jokes and
sing-song taunts of “flip-flop, flip-flop.” Every morning I’d put on those
sneakers and swear to myself I’d not let them get to me. Some days they
were my badge of honor, other days, just looking at them made me sick
to my stomach. It ended my wish to be like the other kids.
It also marked my determination to escape the looming life of repeating my mother’s path of bad-paying jobs and asshole men. The Air
Force recruiter at Senior Career Day must have smelled my desperation
and suddenly I had a plan. Three days after I enlisted, the US invaded
Iraq. And now I was halfway around the world, in a war zone, with the
same entitled, perfect men as high school.
But the man inside had only one boot. Just like me once. He didn’t
deserve it any more than I did five years ago. How do I send him home,
to his family, with just one boot?
“Hey.” A shadow blocked the sun. I opened my eyes and saw one
of Parker’s friends standing before me. I tried to pull his name to mind,
but failed.
I pushed off the wall and turned to head back. But the man put his
hand on my arm. “How is he?”
I tipped my head with the most withering look I could give him.
Idiot. How do you think?
“I know—I mean—” He shrugged and dropped his hand. “I don’t
know what I mean. He’s dead. Came all this way to fight the enemy and
dies in a fuckin’ truck accident. He really believed in what we’re doing
here. He just wanted to protect his home.”
The man dipped his head and looked out at the daily bustle of the
base. Uneasy pity shot in my chest. A hot breeze blew over us, sprinkling sand over my face and drying my eyes. I knew what to do.
“He only has one boot,” I said.
He swiveled his head to me. “What?”
“He only has one boot. We only found one.” I blocked the sun
with my hand and looked at the man’s red-rimmed eyes. They were
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blue. “I don’t want to send him home in one boot. I can’t give him
mine. Too small.”
We stood there, our eyes locked in a strange communion I rarely
allowed in my life. It stretched on. Then, he bent over and jerked at the
laces of his boots and toed them off. I watched, stunned but unwilling
to tell him to stop. Somehow, I didn’t think he’d do it. He handed me
his boots, worn, and scuffed, and I took them. We did not speak as I
turned and walked back inside.
Parker had been moved into the casket. His personal items were
inside a clear plastic bag tied to his left wrist and placed on his chest.
Bags of ice with metal serial clips cradled his head and feet. Only White
stood by the body.
I walked to the bottom of the casket, dropped the boots on the
floor and pushed up Parker’s pant leg. As I plucked at the laces of his
one boot, all my unease fell away. Every second felt more and more
right. I looked at White to dare him to stop me. White’s eyes bugged.
“Hathaway. What are you doing? That’s out-of-regs.”
I didn’t stop. Heat spread over my chest. My fingers shook but I
managed to pull off the boot. “I can’t let him go home in one boot.”
“Jesus Christ. You’re gonna get us written up.”
“Then look away. Pretend I am not here.” I twisted the new boot
onto Parker’s left foot.
White threw his hands in the air, cursed again, but then picked
up the right boot and wriggled it onto Parker’s bare foot and muttered,
“You’re a piece of work, Hathaway.”
Just as we eased Parker’s booted feet back on the ice pack, the bay
doors began to grind open. White and I closed the lower half of the
casket lid as Johnson and Hendrix came out of the back office. I stepped
back with the old boot tucked behind my hip. Neither of us looked at
each other as Johnson peered inside to inspect and then closed the upper half. “Plane has landed and is nearly ready to go.”
White and Hendrix, with quick, efficient hands, unfolded the flag
and draped it over the casket. With their attention on the flag, I slipped
the lone boot into a cabinet, and then opened the bay door. We rolled
the casket to a waiting truck, and slid him, feet first, into the back and
then we piled into the truck for the short drive to the airstrip.
The plane already had its cargo door lowered. Word must have
spread because I saw about two dozen soldiers in two lines, flanking the
ramp. They stood at attention as our truck backed into place. White
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and Hendrix pulled the casket out of the back as I joined the other
soldiers in formation. At a call to salute, we snapped our hands to our
heads. Across from me I saw Parker’s friend. He wore new boots and
gave me the slightest nod as the casket passed us. I nodded back. He
thought I did it for Parker. He would never know about that thirteenyear-old girl whose pain I carried as though it was yesterday. But, instead
of being that girl, now I stood next to her, comforting, empathic and
with a new sense that I was all right.
Parker was going home with two boots on his feet.
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Noah Reeves						
Eastbound from Overtown
The sign ahead of me reads “Faraday’s.” I don’t recognize the bar,
but I know bars. As long as there are bars and a drink, I can find a
home. The fading sun peeks over the building to my right, the solitary
dot of color in the landscape of concrete and steel. The winter air whips
around me and bites into my bones, my jacket tries in vain to stave off
the cold, and I think longingly about the overcoat I left in the hotel
room. I push open the heavy steel door and make my way to the bar,
occupying the stool on the short side of the rectangle-shaped counter; I
tap the counter to catch the attention of the barkeep. He turns to face
me and asks the quintessential barkeep question, “What can I get ya?”
His voice is startling deep, almost suspiciously deep, like he decided to
try and drop an octave to see how people would react. He is tall and
clean-shaven. His red hair is a dull copper, shaven close on the sides but
kept long on top, and freckles dot his nose.
His question, even though I know it’s coming, still makes my
mouth dry. The slight uptick in my blood pressure. The millisecond
pause stretches in my brain.
“A coffee.”
“Sure, you want anything with it?” He nods in tune to nonexistent
music as he grabs the pot nestled in the corner by his sink. “Cream or
anything?”
“Yeah, cream and some sugar.”
He sets the cup, white ceramic with a picture of a black cat painted
on the side, in front of me and pours until I wave him off.
“I add cream for my stomach, I can’t drink it black anymore.” He
nods in what I assume is out of politeness rather than interest. “Thank
you.”
The bartender nods again. “Yeah man no problem, grab me if you
need anything else.” He goes out to sweep up the floor and puts a couple of chairs up on tables.
The coffee is slightly burnt, but still nutty enough to be pleasant.
I turn the cup to see the cat’s face. Big green eyes dominate the blackfurred face. Juxtaposed with a white smear extending from mid-nose all
the way to the start of the forehead, and a small dot of white adorned
on the upper lip.
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“Why the cat?” I turn the cup so Paul—I finally read his nametag—
can see.
He laughs, “Yeah, that’s the owner’s. He named the bar for him
too. Have any of your own?”
A small grin creeps across my face. “Not anymore.”
Paul meets my grin and points at his nametag. “I’m Paul.”
“Edgar. Nice to meet you, Paul.” Gesturing to the near-empty
room, I say, “Is it always this empty on a weekday?”
He shakes his head but speaks anyway. “Eh, sometimes we get a
rush if someone is having a special occasion, but for the most part, this
is about normal.”
I take another drag of the coffee. It’s tolerable now. The bitterness
has been reduced to a faint afterthought by the sweetness of the cream
and sugar.
“This is all new construction, isn’t it? I used to live here and there
was another bar here, O’Michaels I think was the name.”
Paul shrugs his shoulders at me, mouth scrunched to one side.
“That’s before my time. I know this place has been here for a couple of
years.” He stoops to pick up some receipts that had fallen off his counter. “You coming back to visit?”
“No, I’m just passing through.”
A pause suspends the room. I’m growing acutely aware of the hum
from the heater and the lack of noise coming from anything alive.
“It’s actually my anniversary today.”
“Oh, congrats. Is anyone joining you later?” He glances up from
entering tips into the computer and gives me a quick smile.
“No, it’s the anniversary of my divorce.” I watch him shrink slightly, I pick up the mug and take a small sip.
“Yeah.” I elongate the simple word into a long stretch, letting the
word come from the back of my throat.
				 •
The crack of shot glasses on the table, the assault of the music,
and the buzz of the party make me come alive. I originally did not want
to come to the party but my roommates insisted I allow an escape for
once. Immediately at the door, I am met with a beer and a slap to the
back like an old friend from the greeter. I let my roommates drag me
into the kitchen, where a motley assortment of beer, stronger stuff, and
a mish-mash of various glasses were strewn across the oven. The thump
of the bass is slowly matching my heartbeat as I watch the partygoers
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bounce in a frenzy off one another. The air is hot and suffocating with
the perspiration of being young and alive.
“I’m going to catch my breath,” I shout to my left, unsure if my
roommate was even able to hear me.
Opening the sliding glass door, I am met with a chilly winter breeze
to soothe the sweat I had unwittingly worked up. Ambling over to the
deck table, classic oak and pockmarked with various wounds, I sit on
it and exhale. My breath escapes from my mouth, smoke fleeing from
mother fire.
I hear the sliding glass door shut and it makes me jump. The quiet
shattered by the sudden noise.
“Sorry.” Says a soft voice. I turn to see a girl, no, a woman. Long
blonde hair falls around an oval face. The porch light makes her hair
look white and shrouds her eyes in shadow.
“It’s okay.”
I extend a hand that she grasps with a warm sweaty shake.
“Edgar.”
“Cait.”
				 •
“You want another?” Paul nods towards the now empty mug, small
black granules coat the snowy white bottom.
“Yeah, thank you. Where’s the bathroom?”
Paul points to the far corner of the bar, and I thank him again.
Passing the only other occupant, a blonde woman who is asleep in
the booth. She has locks of stringy golden hair that have fallen over her
face, her body engulfed by an oversized worn hoodie. Nestled into the
corner with a backpack propped up against her side, water bottles in the
pockets, and I spy notebooks filling the spacious room. A purple notebook, spread open on the floor by the table and filled with cramped
writing, lies solitary on the smoky grey tile. Stooping to pick it up, I fold
it to hide the contents and place it carefully next to her glass of water.
The bathroom is as expected, nothing fancy but not grungy. The
choice of stainless steel sinks brings back memories long buried. The
mirror is spotless, no grime or fingerprints to be spied, only my reflection. The green eyes are the only things that pop from my face anymore,
the beard with more white than black and the creases in the forehead
accentuate my age.
“Fuck you’ve gotten old.”
The reflection doesn’t answer but only stares.
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“Do you want anything stronger or is coffee okay?” Paul hovers by
me, but I understand the question.
“No, coffee is just fine. If you have pretzels or peanuts or something that would be alright though.” He nods at me, and grabs a wicker
basket lined with wax paper, and fills it with little pretzels.
“I know what you’re thinking. Who comes to a bar and orders a
coffee?”
He chuckles, “I’ve seen my fair share of strange things here.” He
leans back onto the counter behind the bar, the light coming from the
overheads above him reflecting off the litany of multi-colored bottles
presenting a wicked rainbow.
“I’m an alcoholic, to answer your unasked question.”
He looks at me, eyebrows drawn over his eyes, and rests his hands
down on the counter behind him. “You sure a bar is the best place to
be?”
I pop a pretzel into my mouth. The salt offsets the coffee nicely and
it provides a good crunch. “I’ll be okay.”
				 •
“You are not a fucking human anymore,” Cait growls at me, my
wonderful wife of 13 years unraveling before me. “Half the time you
don’t even come home after work and when you do it’s not even you
anymore. You barely talk anymore and when you do it’s nothing but
fucking white noise.”
She turns away from me but I grab her arm. She recoils at my touch
and slaps me hard across the face. The sting snaps me into focus and I
shove her away from me out of instinct. I feel the growing heat in the pit
of my stomach, the tingle of blood rushing to my hands.
“Don’t you ever touch me, Edgar. You are toxic beyond repair.
Even now you can’t even muster anything up. You’re a walking statue.”
Her bottom lip quivers, threatening to open the gates of tears.
I turn away from her and head for the kitchen.
“That’s right, run to your precious drink. Drink all your problems
away like an adult.” Her words fly like bullets into me. “You stopped
caring about this family a long time ago.”
I whirl on her, “Enough!”
“Do you know how hard I’ve worked to get us out of debt? I’ve
fought for this family! I’ve given so much to this family and I get fuck all
from it.” Spittle flies from my mouth and the blood pounds in my skull,
threatening to burst.
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Her mouth chews on my words, analyzing them to dissect them
and hurt at maximum capacity. “You’re saying Sara isn’t something?”
I feel my head jerk of its own accord, my body acting out of base instinct rather than my own control. “You know that’s not what I meant.”
“But yet you still said it.”
“For fuck’s sake, I did everything right! I even forgave you after you
cheated on me. That was your fucking fault. Your fucking fault. With a
teacher, you’d think you would avoid the cliché.”
“Oh bring out the fucking band! You forgive me! Thank you so
much, because that’s what I was looking for was your forgiveness!” Her
hands are quivering now, tears slowly dripping down her face.
“Everything I’ve done for this family has been out of love.” The
ground is unsteady beneath me as if an earthquake has chosen this
exact moment to shake the already tumultuous ground.
Cait opens her mouth but nothing comes out but a manic laugh.
It bubbles up out of her and permeates through the house, echoing as
it goes.
“Love? I doubt you’re capable of loving anything but yourself anymore. When’s the last time you spent time with Sara? Do you even
know any of her friends’ names, or how her classes are going? You would
steal the air out of her lungs to save yourself, you fucking coward.” She
delivers the final blow with a poke to the chest.
My vision blurs into little red slits. There is a pounding inside my
head that threatens to burst, and at that moment a fury builds inside of
me. It burns from my heart and sears down my arms into my hands as
I slam my fist into something, anything. It was the cabinet that housed
our excess dinnerware, a small rickety thing that my grandmother had
given us, with scarred wood and imperfect bubbled glass pane to match.
The glass slices deep into my forearm and blood sprays on my face in
wet hot streaks. Cait retreats to the stairwell as I continue my onslaught
against the case, destroying everything I can get my hands on. I step on
glass, hearing little crunches as I go until I get to the front porch. Blood
drips off my hands, dropping onto the concrete steps. The splashes like
mini Pollocks against the bare taupe.
				 •
“Do you have a girlfriend Paul?” I swirl the coffee in the mug, the
cat’s eyes staring back up at me.
“Well, yes and no.” He scratches the back of his head and scrunches his mouth up. “We’ve been off and on for a year now, I work here
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and she travels for work.”
“What’s she do?” I dab at a small brown coffee dot with the mini
napkin customary to bars. Paul’s nod is tiny and nearly blind to catch at
the thanks for the cleaning.
“She’s a contractor for a company called Chapelesque, it’s a—”
“An architect firm.” His head snaps to mine, eyebrows furrowed
low over his eyes.
“How did you know that?” Paul folds his arms and stares at me.
A low chuckle escapes my mouth and I examine a pretzel. The
uniform brown of mass production and small pebbles of salt.
“I was one of the founders.” I flick my eyes to him to see the doubt
I expect.
Paul wrestles with this, I can actually see the battle behind his eyes.
He shakes his head and finally speaks. “You founded the company?”
I nod and take another pretzel. “Well me and two college friends
did. I guess you could say I’m retired now. How does she like it?”
“She loves it. She loves the projects, the freedom to express her
style in the designs.”
“Good. I’m glad to hear that. Glad to hear they haven’t messed
with it too much.”
“Why did you leave?” His voice rumbles like an oncoming train, it
catches me with my feet trapped on the tracks.
I take a sip, giving my brain time to shuffle through the options
before finally settling on the only choice left.
“I killed my daughter.”
The silence is only broken by the low hum of machines and the
slight tick of a clock. I can hear Paul swallow and open his mouth but
nothing comes out.
“You… wait what?” He takes a small step backward and places his
hands on the counters beside him, creating a triangle with his body.
“I was drunk. Not uncommon at that time. My daughter, Sara, and
I were driving back home. My wife was away visiting her mom and Sara
was at a party and called me. I was already half in the bag at that point
but what was I supposed to do? Say no and let someone idiot take her
home?” My gaze is fixed on those green eyes adorned on the mug. They
bore into me, urging me on.
“It was snowing, much like tonight, and we were fighting back and
forth and, you know the bend on Overtown Road, the one that overlooks the field?” Paul nods silently, his face a morose mask. “She yanked
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the bottle from my hand and I tried to grab it back, but I lost my balance in the seat. When I tried to steady myself, I accidentally unbuckled
her seatbelt. It wasn’t until she screamed that I realized we ran out of
road.” My voice cracks at the end, I down the last of the coffee to try to
hide my quivering mouth.
“Fuck man.” Paul shakes his head, eyes down. “I don’t even know
what to say. I’m sorry.”
“It’s my fault, Paul. It’s okay to say it.”
“No, you don’t have to say that.”
His statement rolls around my brain, struggling to find purchase.
The pause grows pregnant until it bursts by Paul asking me a question.
His voice is drowned out by my thoughts, a low hum occupying my
eardrums that deadens everything outside.
“Sorry, what did you say?”
“Is that why you and your wife divorced? I know they always say
that the death of a child drives a wedge between couples.”
I bite at the inside of my mouth, feeling the scars from this long-developed tic.
“Yes and no. We both were at fault, though I carried the lion’s
share of it. My wife, Cait, and I met in college. We were inseparable.
She had me like no other, you know? She had this way of understanding
me when nobody else did. Like a lighthouse giving a helping beam to a
lost ship. She brought me back to land when I was fucking lost.” I run
my hand through my hair, feeling the oil coat my fingers and allowing
Paul a moment to grab a water and offer me a glass. I shake my head in
answer.
“I remember when I first met her she fucking glowed. Her personality was staggering, I had never met someone who knew so much about
so much. I like to think she thought so highly of me. But that was a long
time ago for both of us.”
“What changed?” Paul’s thunder voice had become soft, almost
gentle.
“Life. I let work stress me out and I shut her out and let the bottle
in. It became a game to see who could nitpick the other until a blowup.
It all almost came crashing down when she cheated on me with one of
Sara’s teachers.” My eyes were fixed on the cat, Faraday, but I still saw
Paul react with a slight shake of his head.
“I didn’t blame her, I still don’t. I think she wanted to see if I
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even cared about her anymore and I still did. It really did hurt me that
she did that. But I was too lost within myself to get out. Listen to me,
pouring my sorrows out like a nice aged whiskey.” The wind had dried
my hands severely, the cracks in my skin were more pronounced than I
had ever seen.
“People like bars to talk in. I haven’t worked here long but there’s
something about it that lets people have a little escape.”
I give the table a soft smack, “Yes, Paul that’s what it is. A small
escape. But the trick I never learned is that the small escape it offers
is fleeting. You can’t run from your problems and that’s what I did.” I
feel a slight pressure building behind my eyes, the slowly rising heat in
my face, and I feel a tear leak out. A napkin appears in front of me, a
freckled hand holding it.
I smile, the unfamiliar motion pulling ancient lines back into
place. I take the napkin and dab at the tear.
“It might not mean much to you Paul, but thank you for tonight.
You didn’t have to talk as you did, but I appreciate it.”
He nods and smiles, showing wide white teeth, “Who else am I
supposed to talk to?” He gestures to the nearly empty room.
I thank him once more and drop two 20s on the counter.
His eyebrows furrow again, his eyes sending questions.
“Keep it.” I turn and push open the door.
I don’t realize how warm the bar was until the cold hits me. The
inky blackness of night has crept over the town, the hum from the gas
station’s neon sign is the only thing I can hear. The sky is speckled by
tiny bright stars and the moon hangs over me like a great white orb. A
gust of wind, whistling as it sweeps the trash up in front of me into a
mini-tornado. The slow fall of snow dotted the black asphalt with globs
of white. I click my key fob to unlock my car, the cold seat makes me
shudder as I plop down in the driver’s seat. I crank the heat to defrost
the clouded windshield.
I turn left onto Overtown Road, the open empty road lined by
soft hills. The bend is a gentle curve atop a small hill. It overlooks an
empty field. Some farmland long forgotten by a farmer, the outside of
the field is surrounded by tall pines. They loom like watchmen over the
field, towering over the flat land and providing an arm for the snow to
settle. A guardrail stands resolute at the bend now, the brushed steel
glistening slightly in the moonlight. I flick my hazards on and pull over
onto the gravel shoulder. The snow is falling heavier, a fine layer settling
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onto the road obscuring the thick yellow lines. Crossing the road, my
shoes squeaking slightly on the slick asphalt until I arrive at the place
we took flight. The guardrail stands ready now, awaiting an unfortunate
impact. I slowly climb over it and lean on it. I feel the seat of my pants
grow wet from the snow, but I don’t care. I take in the scene where we
ended up. The trees looming large over the flat plain. The wind whistles through the trees, the branches and leaves rumble as they shake
from the wind. My breath flows out in a futile attempt to defrost the
falling snowflakes. I watch as the smoke slowly dissipates in the frigid
night. The cold steel of the rail renders my butt frozen but I take in the
moment of serene peace. A slow tear rolls down my wind-whipped face,
but this time I don’t wipe at it. I let it roll down my cheek, the solitary
source of warmth gliding down my face until it vanishes to the snowy
blanket beneath my feet.
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Grace Bailey						
I Am Not My Own
My hands are wondrous, monstrous things. They are beautiful and
complicated, more perplexing than the heart itself. But I am the master
of them only when I need them. When I release my hold, they begin to
twitch, wondering if they can escape the notice of my eye. Maneuvering
as if they were spiders, weaving webs of smoke and mirrors, the pair
knows the world without being told. I know not what they do when I
dream, for when I wake, they’ve moved, statuesque and mine to control
now that I am conscious. Even though they are my tools to create and to
live, they seem to know better than I, applying their memory to a simple
or arduous task. If I somehow rid myself of them, their spirit would find
other ways to do their bidding through alternative extremities while
phantom pains and other such curses punish me for it. Selfish and preserving, they protect their host at all costs, not wanting to be weakened
by my weakness, reaching out to catch me. In this way, they defend, yet
conduct. You see, the fingers are curious. The palms are crafty. They are
devious and diabolical and absolutely cunning. They immediately reach
for whom they love but still hold and aim and fire. However, my actions
cannot be blamed on my hands, but I do wonder if their motives will
ever line up with mine. I am afraid that they will dare to move even
when I am conscious and coup until I am not. At night, why do they
creep towards my throat in frustration? When I am commuting, why do
they convince me to drive and never stop? Why do they never let me
stop washing them, even as they bleed and blister? These hands are a
scourge and a gift, capable of what I wish and what I don’t. That’s when
I realize that I’m the master of everything, and nothing at all.
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Makayla Jennings
Mama’s Early Morning Gospels
It was always in the morning
when your praises and hymns
echoed throughout
every house we homed.
Sometimes the songs changed, moving from telling it on the mountain
to his eyes watching the sparrow,
but for the most part they stayed the same
“He’s holdin’, he’s watchin’, and protectin’ me…”
But Mama,
you sung as if those chords
were forever evolving,
sung in our junky kitchen
over the richest golden eggs,
sung over sizzling bacon
hissing like the Devil himself,
sung over fluffy biscuits
that rose with each crescendo,
and on special days,
sung over soft, buttery pancakes.
You sung those songs over a static radio
that didn’t do your voice justice, but still your voice
climbed up those creaking stairs and awoke me
stirring me to sneak down and ignore my chores
despite the trouble I’d get into, just to watch you sing.
And Mama,
I don’t think you remember
or ever even realized
that I knew the pain of missing last month’s payment was aching you
that I knew the pain of slaving to feed me was breaking you.
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But Mama, I listened to your early morning gospels
watched the god you sang to wrap their arms around you, dry your 		
tears and tell you that it was
going to be alright, and that you were gonna be fine.
Cause we had woke to see another day
and had praises to sing too.

• Bird on a Cage, Jordan Matthews
Copper and bronze, 5 x 3 in., 2020
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Instructions for Black Girls Who Cry At Their Reflection
First things first:
You must wipe your tears away.
After this is done, clear your throat—
there are voices trapped in there
caged like ghosts
chained and blood bound
to you, their host.
Secondly:
You must stare at yourself.
Look into the darkness of your eyes,
find the greens, the reds, and the blues,
but mostly focus on the black
because that’s what’s most beautiful.
Third:
Unclench your knuckles.
White snow they’ve turned,
to the color of the man
who colonized your body like his home—
and clear your head of the ringing sounds.
Your ancestors warned you of this.
Listen to them now.
Fourth thing now:
Is to scream out your name.
Scream out your heartaches and pained
assimilation. Let your tears run
down, for every time you burned yourself
trying to look like America’s barbie.
Scream out that you are beautiful and worthy.
Admire the kinks of your hair and envied vision
of your hips, the blended colors of raw
earth on your skin.
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Accept then, what you will never be.
Accept the truth:
You come from golds, reds, and blacks,
that bleed into the country of red, white, blue—
green, yellow, black—so many other truths.
So, it’s okay to cry baby.
Don’t be consumed by their lies babygirl,
so holler back.
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He haunts me
in a room with oak floors
holding an iron clad bed
that holds our bodies.
Haloed by the smoke
of a black and mild,
sitting between his lips.
Clouding my thoughts, delicate affliction.
In this room.
Two opposites made whole,
unholy.
White skin against a black lover
euphoric and sinful on a moonless night.
Love is colored red.
Conversation blue.
Color struck,
blinded by the darkness in this room.
This room in which I gave myself to him.
Allowed his pale hands to lose itself
in the rapture of my ebony curly hair.
Hungry man, who I wanted to feed.
Gave all that I could, asked
for you to hold onto me,
Desperation—starving for tender bites
before turning murky violent.
Hungry man, you who
took all he could get. Devoured.
Took more than what I could give,
took more than I was willing.
Leaving body empty, breathless, and helpless, wondering:
Am I satisfied?
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The silence echoes my answer.
Your smoke haunts this room,
reveals the truth—
I’ll never get over your hunger.
He lights his last black and mild
this one, shadows his lingering smile,
before it too fades away.
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Grandpa Wore Blue, Grandma Wore Red
Grandpa wore blue suits
for church on Sunday morning.
Grandma wore red dresses,
conservative with a tight fit.
Her favorite.
His too, it looked good against her copper skin,
tinted with the blood of gutter redbones,
rumored bed-wenchers.
He’d tell her he’d never wear red cause,
he won’t as mulatto.
Grandpa wore blue,
because of how it looked against his black skin
tinted with the blood of West Africa—he’ll never
know that home.
Grandma refused to,
she won’t as black.
To her Grandpa was occasionally black,
mostly Negro, Mandigo, and Boo.
He was negro when his sins followed—
nicotine, diabetes, oil.
Mandigo, when he kissed her
helped her make those three babies.
Boo, when she popped
his blue collar, saying, “Get on.”
Grandma was Bitch, Betty Boop, and Babe.
Bitch only when she’d cuss him out
for not cleaning the dishes till they vinegar clear.
Betty Boop, when her red dress slipped off
revealing black bra, against her smooth skin,
Babe, when he kissed her,
straighten her red dress.
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After 50 years of being together,
Bitch, Betty Boop, and Babe went to church without him,
for the first time, wore her red dress,
made another calling out his say
to say the last, “I love you.”

• Run Down, Jordan Matthews
Acrylic paint on canvas, 25 x 21 in., 2021
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D.H.
Underwater
I woke up this morning
And rolled over to grab
My worn-down bong and lighter
To start my day off right.
My mom barged in to
Give me a hypocritical spiel
With vodka on her breath
As if her addiction isn’t visible.
She’s oblivious to my pain,
Along with everyone else.
It’s as if my whole life hasn’t led
To why I now crave a high.
It’s the Jack Daniels and
Her stupid glazed-over eyes.
And it’s her teal Yeti cup for
On the go.
It’s my father who left me with
Passed out women at seven
And took me to smoky hotel rooms
That I now know were filled with drugs.
I reached out to her because I always
felt like I was being held underwater;
Trapped and unable to breathe.
But she couldn’t see it, so it didn’t exist.
I was truly drowning and felt
I had nothing left to lose,
Because no one cared enough
To pull me out of the water.
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One day, I had had enough, so
I picked up my cracked iPhone
And typed a message to the
Sketchy dealer down the street.
I poked holes in an empty Coke can
And as the burning match transformed the
Green leaves to dark ash,
Smoke filled my lungs.
I muffled my cough with
My black hoodie sleeve,
And despite the burn in my chest,
I could finally breathe again.
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Eyelash
When I wake up my brain is quiet.
I don’t hit snooze.
My heart is finally able to take a deep breath.
My hands don’t shake and
I don’t have nightmares of you.
You with your promises of love that every mother should have for
her daughter,
turned sour with blood on the carpet and the harrowing knocks of
CPS at the door.
I don’t think of killing myself.
Instead, I make my bed and eat breakfast for the first time in weeks.
The taste of fruit loops washes down the thoughts of starving.
I don’t think of killing myself.
When I get dressed my legs don’t have scars.
My eyes in the mirror aren’t swaying with insomnia.
There’s no leftover tears to wash away.
Only a stray eyelash that I use to make a wish.
I won’t think of killing myself.
Instead, I leave for class on time and while I walk
I don’t think of the ‘I love yous’ to my dad
where the only reply is ‘read: one week ago.’
I don’t think of the stepmom who
trashed all my things and repainted the walls,
after I left.
I don’t think of the house that I haven’t been in since September.
The place where childhood is meant to blossom,
whereas mine was poisoned.
I don’t think of the brother I left to the same fate.
I don’t think of killing myself.
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Instead I think, “maybe I’ll get a coffee later.”
In class my stomach doesn’t turn into itself when the professor calls
on me,
and I don’t pinch my thighs when I answer.
I don’t think of killing myself.
Instead, I do my homework on time
and I’m nice with my roommate.
I don’t lay in bed as I watch the colors leave the sky
and tally another day of life I didn’t deserve.
Instead, I take a shower without causing myself to bleed.
And then when I feel healed.
The whole thing will fade.
Like a paintbrush that’s been submerged in water.
I’ll come to my senses,
on the cold tiles of the bathroom floor.
And think about killing myself.
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Pinky Promises
Grief is my oldest friend,
she’s been with me since days of childhood
Grief was well acquainted with my mother,
who would shove her sorrys down my throat as she covered the 		
bruises on my arms with Hello Kitty bandaids
Grief learned from the letters sent by my absent father,
off fighting far off wars miles away to protect people he didn’t know 		
but leaving his own daughter defenseless
Grief spent the sleepless nights waiting to hear the click of my
mother’s light turning off, so finally grief could creep into my twin
sized bed and hold me while I cried, pinky promised me that we
would always be together
as I aged,
Grief aged with me
she held my hand at nine years old,
squeezing hard while my father sat me down to explain that his own 		
father was dead, and I would never be able to hear his laugh again
to age eleven,
when Grief would cover my ears,
shielding me from the screaming of the soon to be divorced parents,
not knowing those were the last few nights I would ever know my 		
family as whole
Grief told me to shut my mouth and nod my head when I was
thirteen,
and when I didn’t listen,
Grief watched silently,
as my mother pushed me down the stairs and kicked me out of the 		
house
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at sixteen Grief got meaner, when she was around me my body ached
and my mind went dark, she would hold me down in bed for days,
not letting me move
spending nights on the bathroom floor fighting with Grief,
pleading that I would do anything for her just to leave me alone,
but Grief stayed
to seventeen,
when I decided to meet with a lady who I sat across from on a small
yellow couch as she scribbled in a notebook,
she told me I would never able to get rid of Grief,
that I could only learn to live with her
at eighteen, Grief is still my oldest friend
some nights she dances with me and holds me in her arms as we sway
around the empty house other nights she chokes me with
memories of things I’ve tried hard to forget
I wonder if one day she will marry me,
not because she loves me,
but just to make sure no one else will enter our little life
Grief now sits beside me,
wiping away at the tears
as I hide my bleeding wrist,
scattered criss crossed lines of shame,
with Hello Kitty band aids.
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Brendon Watts						
The Last Christmas
A black stage. Offstage carolers singing “We Wish You A Merry Christmas”
are heard. Around the “bring us some figgy pudding” line, the song abruptly
stops when a smashing sound is heard, followed by the carolers screaming in
fear. WALTER is heard offstage, as well as ROBBIE and NORA.
WALTER (Offstage)
Get out of here, you miserable good-for-nothing freeloaders! (Coughs)
Go on scram! I’ll give you some figgy pudding up the ass! (Coughs)
ROBBIE (Offstage)
Walter, dear, enough of that now. Besides, you know you’re allergic to
other people’s asses. Nora, can you grab his other arm?
NORA (Offstage)
(Giggles) Thanks for scaring my new neighbors, Daddy.
WALTER (Offstage)
Bah! I hate freeloaders. (Coughs) Where the hell is your brother? He’s
going to be late. And I hate it when people are late! (Coughs)
NORA (Offstage)
He’ll be just a little while, and then we can all be together forever. (Giggles) I’m absolutely starving for some time with my big brother.
Lights fade onto the stage. There’s a table center stage with four chairs
surrounding it. On one side of the table is the elderly married couple,
WALTER and ROBBIE. Across from them on the other side is their
daughter NORA who appears to be in her late twenties. All actors act as
over the top as possible. There’s only some silverware on the table and a lit
candle in the center. At the beginning of the show she’s wearing a Santa dress,
and her hair’s straight down.
ROBBIE
Nora, sweetie, I just can’t believe you’re back after all this time! What’s
it been, maybe eight or nine—
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WALTER
Ten.
ROBBIE
Yes, yes, quite right! Thank you, dear! Ten years!
She immediately starts sobbing loudly. She reaches into her purse and pulls
out a tissue and blows her nose loudly. Then abruptly as she began, she stops
crying and straightens up and clears her throat.
ROBBIE
As you can see, sweetie, your father and I were quite worried about you.
Weren’t we, dear?
WALTER
Yes of course, Robbie! How could we not worry about our sweet Dora—?
ROBBIE
Nora.
WALTER
Whatever. (Coughs) Say Laura, do you have any water here? I’m quite
parched. (Coughs)
No response from NORA.
ROBBIE
Nora? Sweetie, did you hear?
NORA has been sitting at the table this whole time staring at something to
the side. She snaps her head toward her parents and begins to giggle.
NORA
Of course I heard! Why, is my hearing not good enough for you anymore?
WALTER
Well, you were always hard of hearing, even as a little twerp baby.
ROBBIE
(Sternly) Walter! (Sweetly) Be a gem, sweetie, and give your father a cup
of water.
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NORA
Ugh! Fine! Why do I always do everything around here?
ROBBIE
Always? Sweetie, we just got here.
NORA
Hmph. (She sticks her tongue out at her mother. Exits proudly.)
ROBBIE
She seems to be doing well for herself, don’t you think dear?
WALTER
Yeah, yeah, whatever. Where the hell is Johnny? Dag gone it! I miss that
boy. That angel!
ROBBIE goes into her purse and takes out a picture of JOHNNY and
holds it to her chest. She starts sobbing again.
ROBBIE
Johnny! My boy! Where are you!
NORA reenters with a glass of red liquid and her hair tied in a bun.
WALTER
(Sobbing) My boy! My beautiful golden child! (He pushes ROBBIE away
from the photo and hogs it for himself.) If only your rotten sister Flora could
be more like you!
NORA
(Laughs) You’re right, our parents are so silly.
Immediately WALTER and ROBBIE stop and straighten up. WALTER
coughs. ROBBIE grabs the picture from WALTER and puts it back in
her purse.
WALTER
Now Robbie, my beautiful wife, as I was just saying, Johnny will be here
soon. Isn’t that right my child?
NORA
He could already be here! Who knows!
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ROBBIE
(Noticing the drink.) Dear, what is that?
NORA
It’s papa’s drink, mother.
WALTER
I’m pretty sure I asked for water.
NORA
(Immediately) It’s flavored water.
NORA hands the glass to her father then sits back down. WALTER eyes
the glass suspiciously.
WALTER
What flavor?
NORA
Bloody Johnny—I mean Mary.
WALTER
Didn’t know that was a flavor.
WALTER drinks from the glass then spits it out.
WALTER
That was atrocious! That’s the worst flavored water I ever had.
WALTER immediately starts drinking from the glass again.
SOUND CUE: The doorbell rings.
NORA
I got it!
NORA gets up from the table again and exits the opposite way that she
just entered.
ROBBIE
Maybe it’s Johnny!
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WALTER
Johnny!
The two stand on their chairs. ROBBIE pulls out some fans and hands
one to WALTER. The two also pull out party horns.
ROBBIE
My baby, I love him so much!
WALTER
He’s the best thing I’ve ever made in my entire life!
ROBBIE
Don’t you mean one of the best things dear? What about Nora?
WALTER
Yeah Nor—uh who?
ROBBIE
Oh, here he comes!
NORA reenters. She’s now wearing a male’s leather jacket. ROBBIE and
WALTER blow their party horns and wave their fans.
WALTER/ROBBIE
Merry Christmas, Johnny! We love you! (Pause.)
SOUND CUE: Sad trumpet
NORA
(Speaking in a slightly deeper voice) Aw thank you guys. I really appreciate it.
NORA and WALTER look at each other puzzled. Then straighten up
and sit back down.
WALTER
Aw, it’s just our daughter Kora!
ROBBIE
Nora.
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WALTER
(Coughs) Who was at the door?
NORA
Some charity organization.
WALTER
Did you turn them away like a good Christian?
NORA
Yes, father.
WALTER
That’s my girl! I have to say, Mara, I’m quite proud of you. You used to
always want to give to the poor, and all that nonsense. (Sips from the glass
again.) Johnny always did the right thing and turned them away.
NORA
Thank you, father.
WALTER
Honestly, the nerve! Coming here on Christmas! Some people know
no boundaries!
ROBBIE
Where did you get that jacket?
WALTER
Yes, it looks awfully familiar.
NORA
It’s my jacket. Always has been, mother.
ROBBIE
Doesn’t Johnny have a jacket just like that?
SOUND CUE: Oven beeping
NORA
(Giggles) Looks like dinner’s ready! I’ll go get it!
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ROBBIE
Oh, let me help you deary!
NORA
(Screaming, suddenly furious.) I said I got it!
NORA exits.
ROBBIE
Well, that was odd.
WALTER
I’m going to call that boy and tell him to get his butt down here.
ROBBIE
Now, dear, be gentle! Johnny’s a delicate soul.
WALTER
Yeah yeah.
WALTER pulls out a cell phone. NORA enters carrying a pot of dark
meat. She sets it in the middle of the table. Her mannerisms have changed.
She walks slower and has a constant frown on her face.
NORA
Dig in.
WALTER
What the hell is this?
NORA
Dinner.
ROBBIE
What kind of meat is this, dear?
NORA
It’s good. You’ll like it.
NORA grabs their plates and puts food onto them. Afterwards they start
to eat.
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WALTER
This is… different.
ROBBIE
I didn’t think you liked beef, dear.
NORA
It’s not beef, mother.
WALTER puts the phone to his ear.
WALTER
Everyone hush now! I’m calling Johnny!
SOUND CUE: Phone ringing
ROBBIE and WALTER investigate the pot of meat. WALTER reaches in
and pulls out a cell phone.
ROBBIE
Is that Johnny’s—
NORA stands up and hits her mother with a frying pan that was under
the table. ROBBIE falls over unconscious.
WALTER
Oh my god! Robbie! (Looks at his food then the cell phone.) Wait a second…
(He tastes the food again.) Is this… Is this… Johnny? (He begins to throw up
into the pot.)
NORA looks at him emotionless and nods her head.
What have you done? Our Johnny…
NORA
(During this speech she’s constantly going back and forth between personalities.)
It’s okay, Daddy. (She picks up a knife from the table and stabs her father’s
hand to the table.) Johnny will always be a part of us—a part of me now.
(She rubs her stomach.) Soon I’ll be completely transformed. I’ll be your
golden child, father. You won’t have a disappointment as a child anymore, Daddy. Isn’t that what you’ve always wanted? You and mom never
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paid attention to me. You’ve never even called me by my real name this
entire night. So, I made my own friends. Friends that cannot be seen by
the naked eye, they’re with me now always speaking to me. They gave
me the idea—(Giggles) to eat Johnny. Therefore, becoming one with him.
(She hugs her father who is trying to escape.) I love you, Father. Do you love
me?
WALTER
(Crying and pleading) Of course I do Nora! I’ve always loved you!
NORA
(Stunned) What did you say?
WALTER
I said I love you, Nora!
NORA has taken another knife and gone behind her father. She slits his
throat. A special light flashes and a sharp cutting sound is heard. WALTER dies.
NORA
(Voice is now very deep) It’s Johnny.
NORA sits back down at her seat and continues eating. ROBBIE wakes
up and looks around. She immediately starts screaming bloody murder. She
stands up, but NORA pushes her back into her seat.
What are you doing, Mother? Don’t you want to have dinner with me
and Father? Don’t worry, that pesky little bitch Nora is gone now.
NORA pulls some rope from under the table and begins to tie ROBBIE’s
arms to the chair.
I must thank you honestly. I’ve always known I was special. But you
and father always reassured me just how special I was. Unlike Nora.
She was nothing. A waste of sibling, don’t you think? Always talking to
herself. Always crying one moment then giggling. I don’t think I would
have gotten that far in life having her cling to my side all these years.
Thank you so much, Mother, for sending her to that correctional ward
and giving me a chance at a better life. Mother, what’s wrong, why are
you crying?
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ROBBIE
You’re not Johnny.
NORA
I beg your pardon.
ROBBIE
Nora sweetie… You’re not Johnny.
NORA slaps her mother.
NORA
(Breaking character) I am Johnny!
ROBBIE
No sweety. You’ll never be Johnny.
NORA slaps her again.
NORA
How could you say that? After all we’ve been through, Mother?
ROBBIE
Does this make you feel better? Was this all worth it?
NORA slaps her a third time.
NORA
Shut up!
ROBBIE
(Crying) Johnny, why must you always hit me so hard?
NORA
It’s Johnny! Wait–no yes! That’s right, Mother! I am Johnny!
ROBBIE
What do you think your sister wants for Christmas, Johnny? I haven’t
seen her in years.
NORA
I don’t give a shit about that bitch. Wish you never had her.
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ROBBIE
Now sweetie you shouldn’t talk that way about your sister…
NORA
(Infuriated) Even when I’m somebody else you can’t love me! Why mom?
Why?
ROBBIE
What are you talking about?
NORA grabs ROBBIE and begins to strangle her. The lights dim down,
and we see the shadows on the wall reenact the strangling. There’s a loud
screech, and a short blackout. Then lights slowly rise on the scene. ROBBIE is dead. All remaining is NORA seated in the middle table. The
carolers are heard offstage singing “Silent Night” as NORA ad libs to her
dead parents. Her manner has completely changed into Johnny at this
point. The lights cut off on the second “sleep in heavenly peace” line.
BLACKOUT
END OF PLAY.
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JorDan Matthews
Artist Statement

“My art generally reflects the emotions
I’m feeling and experiences I’m thinking
about at that moment in time. Whether
my art suggests a narrative or a realistic subject, my choice of mediums has always been
broad. I don’t hold myself down to just one
type of medium because I want to learn and
experiment constantly. I have always considered myself a versatile artist who is up to any
project, and I want my work to reflect my
inner artist outward. ”
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submiT Your Work
Want to see your work in the next issue?
Send your written submissions as a doc, docx, or pdf attachment
(jpeg for visual art) to: acommonplacelitmag@gmail.com
For full submission guidelines and upcoming deadlines,
visit us online: acommonplacelitmag.com/submissions

Join the team
Interested in working for A Common Place?
Email Brandon Haffner at haffnerbs@longwood.edu for more
information, and consider enrolling in ENGL 352: Digital
Narrative and Publishing (offered every spring) to learn
about literary magazines and publishing.

Follow Along
Find A Common Place on Twitter and Instagram
@acommonplace_
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